Provincial Gang Strategy

FORUM & COMMUNITY CONSULTATION REPORTS
Saskatchewan Communities Speak

The Provincial Gang Strategy Forum, held May 29 - 31, 2018, brought together community experts from across Saskatchewan to discuss the level of gang activity and develop strategies for an effective response.

In keeping with the commitment to community-engaged participatory research (CEPR), STR8 UP: 10,000 Little Steps to Healing conducted nine follow-up community consultations between November 1, 2018 and March 31, 2019. (Phase 2).

These nine community forums drew upon surrounding communities (about 65 in total) to report back and obtain further input to the Phase 1 report. Relying on the report's gang typology and five themes, the communities were asked to describe the level of gang development in their communities and prioritize the report's five thematic recommendations, having regard to the needs of their communities.

STR8 UP, 10,000 Little Steps to Healing has demonstrated its commitment to community engagement throughout Phases 1 and 2 of the PGS. It lead the charge to obtain community input to inform the Phase 1 report and in Phase 2 to report back and obtain input with respect to the report's identified typology and recommendations for action.

This document begins with Robert Henry’s summary: Building Healthier Communities, released August 31, 2018. It is followed by the findings of Dave Shanks of The Students Commission of Canada, regarding the nine community consultation forums. This follow-up report speaks to how Phase 1 of the PGS resonated in those communities involved in the initial consultations and serves to remind us that when we approach “all our relations” with positive values of honesty and humility, we can work together in a good way.
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The map and lists below demonstrate wide-spread consultation in Saskatchewan communities throughout Phases 1 and 2 of the Provincial Gang Strategy. They also serve to demonstrate that gangs and the related criminal activity are concerning to communities in virtually every corner of our province.
STR8 UP 10,000 Little Steps to Healing’s reference to “all our relations” is not only to blood relatives, but a relationship to all humans. For recovering street gang members, it is to discover and engage into a healing and healthy journey of wholesome and positive relationships. First and foremost is their discovery of a new and different relationship within themselves. This relationship is one of self-respect, self-worth and self-esteem. Secondly, it includes all members of the community in various and multitude ways within a journey of respect, honor, dignity, equality and justice for all. Thirdly, all of our lives are resting in complex universal realities. Humans are not the center of creation. STR8 UP members live by the truth that the world is to be respected and shared equally with all of creation. Finally, every person is a sacred being, sharing identical goodness with all aspects of creation as well with the Creator, Higher Power, God or Sacred Mystery. For STR8 UP members the transformation of their relationships is based on strong, positive spiritual values of honesty and humility.

Having facilitated numerous anti-street gang presentations throughout Saskatchewan, a common question we often ask the community is “why do young people join street gangs?” A common response to the question is “they want to belong”. We then follow up my question by asking “Why do young people feel like they do not belong in their own community?” By rephrasing the question, it is our intention to help individuals understand that they too have a responsibly to make sure that young people in their community feel like they belong. This is why the development of this street gang strategy is so vital. Endlessly incarcerating street gang members has not worked. Instead we, as a community, need to redirect our attention from suppression to treatment and education. By doing this, STR8 UP members and others who may find themselves at greater risk have opportunities and become contributing members of our community.

It is through the questioning of how come that we have worked diligently to try and provide a way to begin to answer such questions in Saskatchewan. STR8 UP believes that it is the coming together of people and their ideas that will truly guide the development of the Saskatchewan Prevention/Intervention Street Gang Strategy.

Working in Solidarity,

Fr. André Poilièvre, STR8 UP Founder
Stan Tu’Inukuafe, Co-Founder and President of STR8 UP Board of Directors
Alex Munoz, Executive Director, STR8 UP
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Building Healthier Communities
Final Report on Community Recommendations for the Development of the Saskatchewan Prevention/Intervention Street Gang Strategy

Executive Summary

The purpose of this report is to provide the results of a community-engaged initiative with concrete recommendations that will guide the development of the Saskatchewan Prevention/Intervention Street Gang Strategy (SPISGS). The research was conducted by Dr. Robert Henry (University of Calgary), who was contracted in December 2018 to develop a community-engaged research process on the views of Saskatchewan residents on what they believe needs to occur to develop an inclusive community-led provincial street gang strategy. The final project was a report to the Government of Saskatchewan on recommendations and next steps to develop the SPISGS.

Guided by a community-engaged participatory research (CEPR) paradigm, the approach to the project included the following methods: a) electronic survey; b) an extensive literature review of street gang programming nationally and internationally; c) a community forum bringing together community, agencies, and knowledge experts; and d) community consultations.

The project was guided by STR8 UP 10,000 Little Steps to Healing, the Saskatchewan Ministries of Policing and Corrections, and Justice and Attorney General, Royal Canadian Mounted Police “F” Division, and other stakeholders. Significant input was provided by this working group at every stage of the process, including thorough review of a draft report and its recommendations in August 2018.

Street Gang Typology

It was noted from the outset that knowledge of street gangs is lacking in the province and that communities do not have the proper tools to evaluate the level of street gang activities and behaviours. Because of this it is difficult for communities to evaluate the need of street gang programming, or evaluate the effectiveness of the program itself. Therefore, the first priority of the report was to develop a street gang typology that can be used by communities to evaluate street gang activity or behaviour, and be used by the strategy as it develops. The typology must be viewed as a living document, because as knowledge of street gangs increases and behaviours become targeted, street gangs will shift in order to maintain their power, status and control of illegal underground economies. As a result, the typology is intended to be broad enough to allow for the changes that may occur, but also allow communities to focus on specific targeted programming to deter violence associated to street gangs.

Recommendations

Over the course of the project an abundance of themes and recommendations were discussed. The primary area of concern that communities had was related to limited or lack of stable funding for prevention and intervention programming. This was a theme that resonated across all community consultations, was described in the Street Gang Forum, as well as within the electronic surveys. However, it was discussed with communities
that funding will continue to be an issue and that the focus needs to be on how resources need to be allocated to develop the strongest strategy that can encompass the needs of the people of Saskatchewan.

The data illustrated that there needs to be a clear leader for the strategy to be successful. It was revealed that due to their history of working in the area of street gang intervention and the relationships that they have built throughout the province, that STR8 UP seemed the logical leader for the strategy moving forward.

**Bringing together all of the collected data, 5 overarching themes or priorities emerged, each with their own sets of recommendations.**

These themes include:

1. **Infrastructure and leadership**;
2. **Addressing trauma, colonization, and settler colonialism**;
3. **Knowledge translation and mobilization**;
4. **Addressing systemic oppression and structural issues of poverty and homelessness**;
5. **Institutional supports**.

In total 24 recommendations have been made in the report under the 5 themes. The recommendations focus on actionable calls to the Province of Saskatchewan and partners in the provincial street gang strategy to address the perceived issues of street gangs facing Saskatchewan communities today.

**Priorities and Next Steps**

There is widespread consensus within the community consultations that the first priority is to define a leader for the SPISGS. STR8 UP continued to be looked to as the leader to head the strategy by communities because of its educational training through presentations, networks, and its programming model. With a leader for the SPISGS, community consultations had asked for a central location that they can reach out to for more information about street gangs in relation to prevention and intervention programming and general knowledge. The second priority is to continue to develop the SPISGS within a community-engaged model. Through community engagement, consultations determined that communities would be more willing to support the provincial strategy as their voices could be heard. This will also shift the top-down approach that many communities feel continues to limit their abilities to address issues related to street gangs in real time.

The third priority is to move forward with the implementation of the recommendations. The strategy should be supported quickly to maintain momentum with interested parties and show communities the willingness to build safer and healthier communities. With more media attention and a continued record of having a province with high rates of violence, addictions, and trauma, moving quickly to address such issues in a good way is important.

**Introduction**

Saskatchewan and its communities continue to consistently lead the country in crime and violent crime, in relation to other provinces. Much of this activity has been linked by media and isolated reports to the increase of street gangs, their activities, and the levels of violence that are associated with them. Historically, Saskatchewan has adopted a suppressive (i.e. incarceration) first approach to deal with street gangs; however with the continued increase in violence across the province a shift to address street gangs from localized prevention and intervention perspectives is beginning to make headway. To begin this movement, the grassroots organization STR8 UP 10,000 Little Steps to Healing, Inc. approached the Federal Government to provide funding to support the first steps in developing a provincial street gang strategy. Unlike other strategies that are focused on specific larger urban centres, the approach undertaken for this strategy acknowledges that Saskatchewan has a street gang culture that transcends local urban centres. Street gangs and their members are known to move between cities (Regina, Saskatoon, Prince Albert, North Battleford) as well as to smaller rural and reserve communities (Green Lake, La Ronge, Keeseekoose, etc.). It is because of this mobility and movement that STR8 UP has urged, in partnership with the Province of Saskatchewan, that the development of a prevention and intervention provincial street gang strategy must be broad enough to include the complexities and social realities that many communities face. At the same time, the strategy must allow communities to have the ability to focus on specific community needs before they escalate to become involved with or form a local street gang. To accomplish this, the project looked to address two broad questions:
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1) When does a group of individuals become a street gang?
2) What does your community need to target the prevention and intervention of street gangs?

Methodology
To address these questions and engage multiple agencies, communities, and peoples from across the province, a community-engaged process that included four different stages were undertaken. These stages included: 1) the development of an electronic survey that was completed by nearly 500 individuals (Appendix A); 2) a literature review of street gangs in Saskatchewan (Appendix B); 3) a three day forum attended by over 90 government and community agencies and experts in street gang programming (Appendix C); and, 4) post-forum consultations held in six communities (Appendix D). The community consultations were attended by individuals from over twenty different communities across Saskatchewan. This broad approach was designed to collect information from those who are often ignored or do not have opportunities to participate in the development of strategies. The information collected is one of the largest undertaken in Saskatchewan to examine the issues of street gangs.

This report is the summation of the data collected from these four stages. It is intended to bring together the knowledges of the residents of Saskatchewan and what they believe is necessary to develop a provincial wide strategy. The information collected is both vast and informative; however specific themes have resonated that communities feel are necessary to define the issues of street gangs and to build the foundations of a provincial street gang strategy.

Street Gang Typology
One of the biggest issues that continues to impact the effectiveness of street gang programs and strategies is the lack of understanding of the term street gang. Understanding how street gangs differ from other groups of individuals, and when an activity becomes a street gang activity vary across jurisdictions. Even in Saskatchewan, individuals expressed that there is a variance to street gangs, i.e., a group that may be identified as a street gang in one community may not be a street gang in another. Due to the variance of street gangs and their activities across communities, it was noted within the literature review, that one way to address this issue and move beyond static definitions was to develop a street gang typology. Therefore, to address the variance in defining how street gangs differ from other youth and adult groups, the development of a typology was undertaken.

A typology, rather than static definitions of street gangs, is better suited to assist communities in evaluating local issues, the types and uses of violence that lead to the development of or an individual’s involvement in street gangs. Firstly, in the hands of communities, a typology becomes a tool which may be used to assess the best prevention and intervention strategy(ies) to engage where individuals or groups are at, before they become entrenched in a street gang lifestyle. Secondly, a typology is important as it can help to support and evaluate comparative studies across locations. Typologies are becoming more common within gang strategies and networks, such as the Eurogang network, as knowledge can be used to develop broader understandings of the street gang phenomenon. It is also noted that embracing typologies, much the same as definitions, created outside of the communities that do not take into context the sociopolitical histories and legacies that have created the spaces for street gangs to form is problematic as it reinforces previously held stereotypes and myths. To develop a local understanding of the development of individuals to become engaged in a street gang, specific questions were asked to communities across Saskatchewan to best understand how a group of friends may progress to become a street gang, within a Saskatchewan context.

Information collected with communities shows that there is a lack of understanding of street gangs in general or what separates a street gang from a group of friends. For example, the electronic survey and community consultations reveal there was little difference when individuals were asked to answer “What do you think gangs offer?” and “What do a group of friends offer?” Responses to both questions were similar and included a sense of belonging, purpose, friendship, structure, and identity. Community respondents found that there is little that differentiates what a group of friends and a street gang provides individuals. When asked about activities, respondents also noted that violence, drugs, and overall negative attitudes were found to be active across the two groups. However, during the community consultations, when participants were asked to provide a deeper analysis, it was stated that the intent of the actions change over time. The primary example focused on the idea that criminal activities happen in all areas, but it is the intent of the actions that determine if it is street gang involved or something different. To be street involved, the intent of the actions are to benefit the street gang first and the individual second. While lower on the typology, the actions may be more closely connected to issues of survival such as protection from bullies or looking for resources to get food, clothing or shelter. Due to the variance of street gangs and difference of gradual development, the typology is one that focuses both on behavioural and structural frameworks and centre on intent and increased violence and reliance to illegal street economies for status purposes (see Figure 1).

The communities discussed that violence occurs in every space of society, however what differentiates the violence is the intent towards group power and dominance within a specific geographical area. Thus, a group of friends that may engage in fights is not the same as those groups that utilize violence as a means to control territory or use violence to increase their economic capital.
To show the progression through violence and intention, four specific levels of progression was identified through community consultations. Over the course of six community consultations, a street gang typology began to take form. The typology follows both a behavioural and structural framework, which is supported by Andrea Spindler and Martin Bouchard (2011), who examined definitions of street gangs and their usage in Quebec. The progression understood by communities is as follows:

**Level 1 Pro-Social Group of Friends**

**Behaviours**

At this level, individuals are bonded through common goals and experiences. At this level the group provides a sense of identity, belonging, and connection to community. Individuals are engaged primarily in pro-social activities. It was understood that this group engaged in violence, however violence was sporadic and most often interpersonal between its own members. Individual group members may engage in illegal activities that include alcohol consumption (<19), illegal drug experimentation, and small petty theft.

It was noted that sports teams are included at this level, but that due to their structure and use of violence in some communities that they may fit in both Level 1 and Level 2 depending on their behaviours.

**Structure**

The groups are loosely structured as leadership is fluid. There are no defined initiation rites for individuals to join. Individuals may dress the same, but the selection of clothing is associated to ‘fitting in’ rather than to be identified by other community members. Colors are not a part of dress, but may be dependent on the community, youth and young adults may dress in specific colours as a mode of protection.

**Level 2 Bully Groups and Tagging Crews**

**Behaviours**

At level 2, groups continue to provide support, identity, and a sense of belonging. Individuals begin to use violence as a way to increase power over others outside of their group. It was noted that violent behaviours were not just physical but also psychological through intimidation. The outcomes though are damaging to the victims. The intent of violence shifts to group intimidation. Weapons may become more available and readily used; however it was noted that it was group violence that was more prominent at the level such as swarming (larger groups swarming on individuals or smaller groups). Weaponized violence is still minimal, but individuals may begin to carry weapons (knives, spray, etc.) for protection only.

There is an increase in substance use at this group with a growing propensity for individuals to begin selling small quantities to support personal drug addictions and for minimal personal economic capital.

**Structure**

Groups at this level are understood to have more structure and hierarchical values. There is a more defined leadership as well as codes for initiation and conduct for members. Individuals begin to identify more closely to their group ties through identification, and can include the wearing of symbols and clothing, as well as self-identifying to the group as part of their identity.

The groups at this level are seen to become identifiable to the broader community through concerted dress or symbols that they use to identify themselves from other groups. For example, tagging crews although may not engage in high levels of violence, use tags as a way to identify from other groups, and the tagging is seen to take the form of vandalism of private property. Therefore, increased community efforts are needed to address damages caused by directed vandalism.
**Level 3  Cliques and Wannabes**

**Behaviours**

At level 3, these groups are focused on constructing a name for themselves within street spaces. Individuals and groups work to build a reputation or status in relation to local street codes in order to be noticed by street gangs. Individuals at this level become more engaged in violence, with the intent of creating fear and intimidation so as to increase their power becoming more engaged in violence, with the intent focused on fear and intimidation to increase power. Groups are focused on supporting members with a place to belong, sense of identity, economic opportunities and protection from other groups at this level. Individuals are more inclined to be involved in multiple forms of criminal activities which include small break and enters activities, assaults, robberies, theft, and greater involvement in local illegal street economies.

Violence is validated at a group level, as it is used to for the protection of the group’s name and to claim territory. Tagging is often used to claim space, but the tags are not used primarily in open street spaces. Individuals become more engaged in understanding and practicing local street codes, inundating themselves more fully into local street literacies and economies. Protection of the group's identity becomes more centralized than in level 2. This level becomes the primary feeder group for street gangs.

There is an increased usage of illegal drugs, but these are controlled due to local street codes. For example, it was noted that for individuals to move to the street gang level they could not be viewed as an individual who is addicted to needles or other ‘dirty’ drugs because their focus is on the drug and not the gang.

Weaponized violence increases, as weapons are used for illegal activities and a form of intimidation over others. There is an increased tendency to carry firearms or have access to firearms, however knives and other concealable weapons are noted to be more acceptable at this level.

Individuals will become more withdrawn from their community or family, with shifts in attitudes and dress. However, it was noted that if street gang activity is prevalent in the community, the shift in clothing may just be a protection factor or worn to get noticed by the local street gang of the neighbourhood.

**Structure**

Structurally cliques and wannabes are seen to be closely connected to street gangs. There is a greater structured hierarchy of leadership than with level 2 groups, with the primary purpose being to increase the power of the group. Groups are identified by a name, develop their own colours and codes of dress, and often have their own group tag.

It was noted that the majority of groups at this level are formed around deep seeded friendships and familial relationships. Most often the relationships are enhanced through engagement within child welfare, young offender facilities, and adult corrections.

The primary purpose of individuals or groups at this level are to be recognized and acknowledged by a larger more organized street gang. As a result the majority of those involved at this level are youth or young adults.

This level also sees more fluidity than at the street gang level as bonds are not as strong to the group. Due to the fluidity of members, these groups are not as large as established street gangs and most often come and go over time. If they are noticed by a larger street gang, they are often consumed by them, but only those members that are identified by the street gang are seen to be worthy to join.

Illegal activities are conducted with some proceeds coming to the group to support individuals or ‘parties’.
Level 4: Street Gangs & Hate Groups

Behaviours

Level 4 is viewed as where individuals are involved in street gangs. It was noted though that the street gang definition that has been used to identify street gangs (see the National Youth Gang Survey definition that is most commonly used – Chettleburgh, 2007) is inadequate as it excludes particular groups that promote hate and focus on increased violence against peoples in a community. Thus, the inclusion of hate groups (Aryan Nations, Soldiers of Odin, etc.) into the term street gang is necessary, as their behaviours and activities are violent and most often engaged in illegal street activities. Behaviours at this level focus on increased violence through fear and intimidation to control territory and local street economies. They are identifiable through colours, tags, clothing, and specific ways of movement moving one’s body. They are knowledgeable in local street codes and street literacies.

There is an increased focus on identifying as a member of the group and less about personal identity. The group becomes central as one’s daily life is on the maintenance of or improving the status of the group within their community.

Violence is more structured than at level 3, but the violence is more intense. Weaponized violence becomes normalized with increased use of firearms generally against rivals. Individuals and groups are targeted for specific reasons, but primarily they challenge the group in some form (i.e. new immigrants and people of colour targeted by hate groups. The violence creates a need for these groups to band together for protection, thus increasing the chance of moving up the typology and the creation of new ethnic street gangs).

Addictions at this level include heightened behavioural and substance addictions. Behavioural addiction is connected to power, respect, and status and gained through violence. Substance addiction increases at this level for some as they are looking to suppress psychological and physical trauma associated to violence that they have engaged in to increase their power and status within local spaces.

There are specific codes for dress, as certain colours and brands of clothing are worn to differentiate from other groups, but still maintain hidden from those not knowledgeable of local street codes.

Structure

There is a defined hierarchy with leadership and activities defined by the group. Individuals have specific ‘jobs’ at this level and their allegiance to the street gang is predicated on doing their job. Most street gangs have an inner circle that provides the guidance for the street gang and is involved in local street politics. There are defined initiation rites of passage connected to correctional institutions. Most rely on violent entries to gain membership such as ‘minutes’ with specific tasks also associated to prove one’s loyalty and commitment to the street gang. Local street codes are used as a way to promote street justice, as groups are more connected to illegal street economies.

Most street gangs are connected to larger more organized international crime syndicates and are the street level drug dealers and distributors. They use their connections and knowledge of the community to increase their economic capital.
It was acknowledged that with increased violence, there is an exposure to traumatic experiences. Traumatic experiences are associated to psychological, spiritual, physical, and emotional violence that alters one’s ability to lead a healthy life. As individuals become more engaged in violent street spaces, they face increased traumatic experiences. However, because the street space is a space that embraces hyper or toxic masculinity—a specific performance that validates domination and violence over others who may challenge one’s status—individuals are left with minimal opportunities to address trauma other than to increase one’s substance abuse. Although individuals may gain power, respect and money as they move up the typology—which are forms of behavioural addiction—the psychological impact results in increased issues of substance use. However, specific illegal drugs are promoted within local street codes, but most individuals search out other ‘dirty’ drugs to mask the pain and reality that individuals find themselves in over time. It is through the increased usage of ‘dirty’ drugs that individuals are removed from the street gang, most often in a violent manner, and are then left to try and survive without the support of their group.

Communities explained that violence, addictions, and trauma are intertwined and increase as one becomes more engrained in a violent street lifestyle. The histories and experiences that have shaped the pathways of individuals to join a street gang though are complex and must be acknowledged for an effective street gang strategy to take place. It is because of such complexities that the communities expressed the need for a community health approach to frame a provincial prevention and intervention street gang strategy.

Recommendations for the Development of the Saskatchewan Prevention/Intervention Street Gang Strategy – Building Healthier Communities

Over the course of collecting information to frame the recommendations for a provincial wide street gang strategy for Saskatchewan, communities and individuals expressed that there is a definite desire for such a strategy. Through a community-engaged approach, utilizing three different modes of data collections (surveys, a forum, and community consultations) nearly 700 Saskatchewan residents had the opportunity to express their voices and perceptions on how to best address the complexities associated to street gangs. Compiling the information from the multiple modes within a grounded theory approach. Grounded theory is a qualitative data analysis method that allows one to sift through large amounts of data in order to develop a thematic map of the subject under study.5 For this report, five broad themes were identified with 24 recommendations to be considered in the development of a provincial street gang strategy. The themes and recommendations are as follows:

Theme 1 – Development of Infrastructure and Leadership

Communities expressed a need for a centralized leadership organization, that has the ability and capacity to bring together various stakeholders in the province. A Strategy Development Committee (herein SDC) was seen to be vital to the development, implementation and uptake of the SPISGS. Communities consulted were emphatic that the focus of the provincial street gang strategy be on prevention and intervention, not suppression. Community consultations found that they were apprehensive of police (RCMP or City Police) or the Department of Corrections and Policing as leads for the strategy. Most communities expressed that policing and corrections need to be partners within the larger oversight committee, but that their role is to support and advocate for community-led prevention and intervention strategies.6 Communities expressed that the strategy focus on mental health to address trauma and addictions as these were viewed as the greatest precursors for individuals to join a street gang.

References:
6 It must be noted that at one community consultation event, those present discussed that they did not feel Police and Corrections have any presence on the Strategy Development Committee because of the poor relationships that these agencies have within the specific communities. However, other consultations expressed that Policing and Corrections be involved because partnerships need to be created, and that the SDC could begin to bridge this relationship.
Most community consultation sessions explained that there is an urgent need for grassroots or community-based agencies to be included in the leadership group. It was noted that many initiatives are forced onto communities with little thought or knowledge to the specific community contexts that may be in place. Communities expressed that although programs may be effective in a particular community, due to the specific social conditions, programs may need to be modified slightly or dramatically in order for success to occur in their particular community. Therefore, funding that is focused on ‘metrics of success’ needs to be done in consultation with communities for each project in order to reach the most at-risk.

To lead the strategy, community consultations and forum discussions stated that a ‘champion’ should be targeted to lead the SPIGS strategy. It was discussed that STR8 UP, because of its history and knowledge of intervention strategies be the leaders of the SPIGS. The reasons for this are that STR8 UP has 1) access to individuals looking to exit street gangs and this knowledge will help to support the strategy moving forward; 2) has connections across the province through members and therefore can support community led initiatives; and 3) has the ability, with support, to provide educational training to communities through their community presentations.

**Recommendations**

- Develop a strategic committee that is inclusive of the various partners and representation from STR8 UP, Federation of Sovereign Indigenous Nations, Métis Nation of Saskatchewan, youth advisory positions, mental health, police and corrections, probation, non-profit/grassroots organizations, regional representation, child welfare, social services, people with lived experiences etc. It is recommended that the province look to the community-based model formed with the Gang Action Interagency Network (GAIN) in Winnipeg as an example that can be adapted for Saskatchewan, and that those who sit on the strategy be compensated if they are not already by their organization. For example, it was expressed that individuals with lived experiences will provide invaluable information, however they are expected to be there on their own time while others are paid to be there for their employment. Therefore, a method of payment should be provided to pay for the time of individuals with lived experiences;

- That a centralized location and entity be created or appointed as the leader of the prevention and intervention strategy and that it be funded and supported so that communities can contact it for information and resource support. It was expressed that STR8 UP should be the leader of the SPIGS;

- That the SPIGS and the Government of Saskatchewan look to the adaptability and adoption of grassroots, relentless programming that targets those viewed as highest risk to street gang involvement and those looking to exit street gangs. STR8 UP and Homeboy Industries (Los Angeles, California) were highlighted due to their community-based/engaged focus on the hardest to reach. Many communities expressed that they would like to see STR8 UP support programming expanded into their communities.

**Theme 2 - Addressing Trauma, Colonization, and Settler Colonialism**

Trauma is understood to be one of the leading causes for individuals to become involved in a street gang. Trauma though must not be understood as a static defining point that can be medicalized or reported on an assessment tool. Saskatchewan has a longstanding history of colonization and settler colonialism that continues to impact the relationships of Indigenous and non-Indigenous peoples. The impacts of colonization and settler colonialism cannot be easily quantified within trauma assessment tools for individuals and it is this history that also places Indigenous peoples at greater risk to be labeled as potential street gang members or criminals because of their Indigeneity. The complexities of such histories are found in the overrepresentation of Indigenous peoples across the province as they are more readily removed from families and communities, disrupting identity and community well-being. In Saskatchewan, Indigenous children and youth are vastly overrepresented in child welfare settings and young offender facilities. High involvement in both systems are proven to show an increased propensity for individuals to be involved in adult corrections, both provincial and federal.

Indian residential school era and the subsequent Adopt Indian and Métis policies of the 1960s and 70s has created cycles of intergenerational trauma that today’s youth continue to carry forth, at times in violent ways either onto themselves (suicide and addictions) and others
The focus though expressed by communities is that trauma is not just an Indigenous issue, and that many families and individuals face trauma. Communities expressed that if relevant prevention and intervention strategies to be implemented, addressing trauma and addictions must be central. Despite this, communities have expressed concerns that there is limited access to addictions and mental health services in their communities. This has resulted in communities searching for innovative ways to support families and individuals.

Recommendations

- Increase and improve support services, specifically in northern and rural communities where access to mental health services are limited. Indigenous communities expressed the need to control mental health services where traditional mental health practices are validated and supported financially in relation to western mental health services;

- With the closing of public transportation services, that the SPISGS strategy and the provincial government look to focus on providing alternative ways for individuals to travel from their communities to larger centres where mental health and addictions services are more readily available. The closing of the public transportation also has impacts that will be related to justice with individuals looking to escape violence within their community, as well as visit members of their family who may be incarcerated;

- Improve services and approaches within correctional centres and upon release back into the community. There is a lack of communication between corrections and community organizations supporting individuals upon release and there needs to be stronger communication and organization in order to implement healthy reintegration programming. For example, it was stated at the Public Forum that STR8 UP has tried to work with corrections to develop exit plans, but there has been resistance to the sharing of one’s exit plan, resulting in the duplication as well as lack of community services;

- The need for intervention programming to focus on where people are at and not use an individual’s trauma against them, i.e. documenting traumatic experiences as a risk factor;

- To build and support culturally relevant programs. Communities expressed that they do not want to be told what program to implement (i.e. gold star programs developed in other provinces or countries), but want to work with the Province and the Strategy to develop programming that is relevant to the intergenerational traumas that continue to impact health and well-being, and have led to the increase of violence and addictions;

- More training and education on trauma-informed care that is also culturally relevant. It is recommended that all peoples who work in Saskatchewan, following recommendations from the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada (TRC)\(^\text{11}\), come to understand the history and legacy of Indian Residential Schools and how this history continues to impact Indigenous communities and relationships with non-Indigenous peoples.

**Theme 3 – Knowledge Translation and Mobilization**

During our consultations with communities and agencies across the province, we heard that there is a general lack of knowledge about street gangs. Communities understand that there is a need for police and justice agencies to work in secrecy with ongoing criminal investigations; however they felt that there is little general or non-identi fied information that is shared so as to evaluate issues pertaining to street gangs specific to Saskatchewan. Communities could identify those street gangs that have had a larger media presence, but lacked knowledge of what to look for; how groups differ from street gangs; the various activities; or the total number of street members or gangs active in their community or the province.

Communities also expressed that they are unaware of how to deal with issues of street gangs as there is limited information specifically for street gangs in Saskatchewan. Although it was noted that there are a handful of reports and some research, this information is not readily available for communities, their members, or agencies that work directly with those identified as ‘high-risk’, much of the information is secondary stemming from individuals talking with those involved, or assumed to be involved, and that this information is rarely collected or collated for future use.

Communities expressed the importance of developing knowledge translation technologies or educational tools such as pamphlets or DVDs that are relevant and accessible to a multitude of learners and age ranges. Communities found that presentations, such as those provided by STR8 UP, with individuals who have been directly involved in the street gang lifestyle is important.

\(^\text{11}\) Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada (TRC). “Canada, Aboriginal Peoples, and Residential Schools: They Came for the Children.” www.myrobust.com/...
but more information is needed to assist those who may not be involved. Communities asked for more information about the impacts of street gangs and programs of excellence that may be accessed and adapted to local community contexts be made accessible for help and support.

Finally, communities expressed the need and importance of materials that are culturally relevant to First Nations and Métis peoples, specifically, that materials related to female involvement be created. This information is not only important for Indigenous communities, but all Saskatchewan communities that are looking to address racism and stereotypes directed towards Indigenous peoples.

**Recommendations**

- It is recommended that the SPISGS create a reliable way to assess, determine, and provide information to the broader community about the realities of individuals involved in street gangs. Communities expressed that they are also worried that this database may be used to further criminalize Indigenous youth as they will be targeted if street gang numbers become a political tool to gain access to funding. Despite this, communities stated that they need to know what is really happening in their community. It is recommended that the street gang typology created for this report be used to assess these numbers;

- Related to theme 1, communities expressed that there needs to be a way to bring together key stakeholders to address street gangs with the ability to evaluate its effectiveness in a non-biased way. Therefore, research and data collection tools need to be created to provide the proper metrics of success, but these must be created in partnership with communities to incorporate community histories and legacies that have led to street gang development;

- Information be created and offered to communities to help better comprehend street gangs, local and provincial street gang exit programs, and specific supports for individuals moving to a new community;

- The SPISGS, once it is created, be funded to create knowledge sharing tools and that there be at minimum bi-annual reports on the progress of the strategy and issues that other communities may be facing;

- It is recommended that an annual conference be held bringing together stakeholders across the province to talk about success stories and issues related to their communities. Experts, specifically those that are not solely focused on policing or criminal justice, should be encouraged to attend as guests and invited speakers;

- It is recommended that the SPISGS look to address issues of toxic or hyper-masculinity within prevention and intervention programming. Community consultations discussed that violent masculinity is a primary entry pathway for street gang involvement, for all genders.

**Theme 4 – Addressing Systemic Oppression and Structural Issues of Poverty and Homelessness**

Throughout all four methods of data collection and analysis, issues related to broader themes of systemic oppression and structural issues were raised as primary concerns. Saskatchewan has a long standing history of deep-seeded racism that has negatively impacted relationships between Indigenous and non-Indigenous peoples. The numbers, as stated in the literature review (see Appendix B), continue to show an overrepresentation of Indigenous peoples in criminal justice and child welfare statistics, as well as poorer overall health and mental health. The history of colonization and present day settler colonialism continues the apprehension and separation of children. Forum and community discussions stated that there is a need for prevention and intervention programs to address and support familial units. Economic security and housing were viewed as two primary barriers for street gang involvement. Individuals who do not have access to legitimize economic capital will search out other avenues in order to support themselves or their families. Due to the availability and need of the underground economy, individuals slowly learn local street codes and it is during this interaction to escape poverty that some individuals look to street gangs as a viable option to survive. It must also be noted that the majority of individuals who live in poverty do not commit crimes, nor do they become involved in street gangs, and that individuals who become involved in street gangs come from all economic spaces. Research has shown that as individuals become more engaged in a street lifestyle, masculinity becomes a factor in how individuals reengage or embrace violence as a way to build status and reputations.

Communities expressed that they lack services to support individuals who are exiting correctional institutions, and that it is because of this that they go back to their previous relationships, even though they are looking to exit street gangs. The result becomes a revolving door into corrections, as individuals are unable to

---

12 Refer to literature review  
maintain stability as they are searching for ways to access monies and places to live. Along with a lack of services, it was expressed that there are limited employment opportunities for individuals who are exiting corrections or street gangs. Due to their records, individuals may be denied work, thus forcing them to reenter illegal street economies. Therefore, policies that look to limit the ability of individuals searching for work should be addressed in order to allow them to move forward in building healthier lives for themselves and the broader community.

**Recommendations**

- It is recommended that the province implement anti-racist training for justice, health, education and human service providers across the province. Such training is seen as an important step to build relationships across Indigenous and non-Indigenous communities and a step in rebuilding reconciliation. The training should not be focused on cultural training or multiculturalism, but focus on the need to deconstruct power relations and how colonization/settler colonialism continues to marginalize Indigenous peoples specifically in Saskatchewan. It is recommended to work with anti-racist scholars such as Drs. Verna St. Denis, Sheelah MacLean, and Alex Wilson to develop this training;

- To combat poverty and homelessness in the province, it is recommended that the broader business community have the opportunity to strengthen work opportunities with individuals exiting correctional institutions. Studies continue to show that Indigenous and peoples of colour are routinely overlooked in hiring practices and therefore are at heightened risks to engage in illegal street economies to provide for their families. Because of this, the broader business community needs to have training to break down barriers and build relationships to increase economic opportunities;

- The province look to provide funding to support additional community holistic training residences where mental health and job training services be provided, and individuals service plans be designed to support transition to sustainable living;

- It is recommended that the province invest in job training and hiring practices, specifically for those who are incarcerated. It is hoped that this extends beyond skill training opportunities, rather individuals have opportunities to partake in other aspects of adult education. It is recommended that scholarships and bursaries be created for individuals who are exiting corrections, and if they are in place that they are promoted;

- That education programs be created to address hyper and toxic masculinity. The development of the typology has shown that to address violence in Saskatchewan, communities and aspects of masculinity need to be addressed. Therefore, programming to support healthy masculinity is needed to prevent individuals progress through the typology.

**Theme 5 – Institutional Supports**

In order for any initiative to be successful, there must be institutional support, and for the full development of the Saskatchewan Street Gang Strategy, government support is needed to build healthier communities. Community consultations expressed concern that recent policy shifts have limited their ability to address local issues that they feel lead to street gang involvement. During community consultations, we repeatedly heard criticism of government human service agency providers where staff are locked into the parameters of their job and do not have the mandate to work with individuals where they are at. Service providers who were in attendance expressed frustration because of limited options or options that were being driven through a top down approach.

The shift to community-engaged practices looks to address the problems with silos or top down approach that has traditionally been practiced by government ministries and services. This is an ideological shift where humility and relationship building becomes the focus. Community consultations found that a focus on community-engaged approaches had the potential for stronger community buy-in and the effective development of government funded, community-led programs. Community consultations continued to state that it is those who are living in the community know what is happening, and that for the Saskatchewan Street Gang Strategy to be effective community engaged practices must be undertaken.

**Recommendations**

- The Province of Saskatchewan should provide essential, timely, and adequate funding that can be rolled into long-term project funding if effective. Community consultations expressed that this funding should only be accessible to those outside of Policing and Corrections. Rather than taking the lead in such initiatives, Policing and Corrections should be consulted as partners to access these funds;

- Although the HUB model has been presented to communities as the standard of organization, communities
expressed that to develop the Saskatchewan Street Gang Strategy a different approach is needed, one that is not as top down or controlled by Policing and Corrections;

- That funding be made available to agencies and communities looking to work in prevention and intervention at a grassroots level. Communities expressed that they know the importance of metrics to prove program success, but that the indicators must be relevant to both the program and the realities of the community. Therefore, adequate data collection tools must be created that are localized but hold community accountable for change;

- A fund should be created that can be readily accessible for communities that may be experiencing a phenomenon. This fund is to be made available for communities who are experiencing a heightened level of violence, addictions, or trauma in order to prevent or intervene within the typology so that violence is reduced. This funding can be made to cover short timeframes and should be separate from long-term funding of specific programs.

Priorities and Next Steps

The development of a provincial prevention and intervention street gang strategy is an important step for the Province of Saskatchewan to undertake, and one that is long overdue. As street gangs have slowly found their way across the province, both in urban and rural communities, little has been done collaboratively to address the issues as a province. Different communities have worked diligently to address growing concerns, but without a concerted provincial strategy, many of the issues find their way into other communities, or the issues shift into something different. It is because of this that communities, agencies, and government must work together to limit potential pathways of individuals to become entrenched in a street gang lifestyle. However, due to the complexities of issues, a singular provincial approach that is the same for every community is ill advised and will be ineffective. This is because every community is different with different histories and social realities. Therefore, the development of the SPIGS must be broad enough for the variability of its communities. For the development of the SPIGS to be effective, it is recommended that three priorities be undertaken immediately.

First, because the issues of street gangs is not one that will wait for a strategy to be created and implemented, the Province of Saskatchewan must provide, find ways to support, and advocate for adequate and core-funding to support a leader in the province to fully develop and implement the provincial strategy. The community forum, consultations, and quantitative tool expressed that the most logical entity to take this on would be STR8 UP. STR8 UP has a history of building relationships in and across communities, as well as within agencies and is seen as a leader provincially and nationally in street gang intervention programming. It is their commitment and desire for change that has motivated communities to come together and partake in this work and it is their desire to continue to move forward that is necessary to develop the SPIGS. STR8 UP also provides educational opportunities for communities through their community outreach and has developed a model of change for individuals looking to exit the street gang lifestyle.

Secondly, the province must provide adequate support to develop a community-engaged strategic approach. This funding should be a minimum of two years to develop a strategic plan and a logic model to evaluate the strategy moving forward. This needs to be done with community and designated leaders who are understood as knowledge or experts in their field. Stemming from the first priority, STR8 UP should be the host agency of the strategy as they can become the contact point for communities looking for information, but also the point of contact to share information back to communities. This work should also include the development of educational tools so that there is a minimal gap from the collection of data for this report to the development of the strategic plan.

Thirdly, the Province of Saskatchewan, in partnership with STR8 UP, should share the recommendations to develop a provincial street gang strategy broadly with participating communities and other interested parties. This will include a media release as well as a conference in the new year bringing back key stakeholders to begin to shape the strategy moving forward. This event should become an annual conference to bring together communities, researchers, policy-analysts, and those with lived experiences to learn from one another to move forward together. A youth conference should also be held in partnership with this, as it is youth voices that need to be heard and acknowledged, for it is them that many of the programs and strategies will be targeting. If they are not included throughout in a meaningful way, then it will be difficult for any strategy to actually engage those who may most need the support.
Conclusion

Street gangs have created an unease and sense of fear within and across Saskatchewan communities. There is no easy or quick fix to address the issues that have helped to shape the socio-political histories that give rise to street gangs. Meaningful partnerships that look to address systemic issues which have led to the growth and proliferation of street gangs throughout the province are needed to develop an effective prevention and intervention strategy. Criminal justice and suppression approaches, although continuously funded to address and lead initiatives, are ill-equipped to address the systemic issues of poverty, racism, and violence, that lead to homelessness, increased addictions, and subsequent trauma that are seen to lead to street gang involvement. Therefore, Saskatchewan must look to a culturally relevant approach that focuses on building healthier communities if an effective prevention and intervention street gang strategy is to be created. This will require a lot of time for individuals to rethink the spaces of street gangs and to understand the complexities that have led some individuals to join. It will take time, effort, and resources, but if the goal is to build a healthier province then it is a path that must be taken.
Purpose

This report provides a summary of the community consultations held across Saskatchewan between November 1, 2018 and March 31, 2019. During this time, STR8 UP 10,000 Steps to Healing, Inc. conducted nine community consultations. The consultations focused on the August 2018 Provincial Gang Strategy (PGS) Phase 1 Report: Building Healthier Communities.

This Phase 2 Report summarizes the input from local community partners, organizations and vested interest groups consulted in each community forum having regard to the level of gang activity typology, identified in the Phase 1 Report.

**LEVEL 1 | PRO-SOCIAL GROUPS OF FRIENDS**
**LEVEL 2 | BULLYING GROUPS AND TAGGING CREWS**
**LEVEL 3 | CLIQUES AND WANNAVES**
**LEVEL 4 | STREET GANGS AND HATE GROUPS**

During the consultations the communities were asked to prioritize these five thematic recommendation areas, identified in the Phase 1 PGS Report.

1 - DEVELOPMENT OF INFRASTRUCTURE AND LEADERSHIP
2 - ADDRESSING TRAUMA, COLONIZATION AND SETTLER COLONIALISM
3 - KNOWLEDGE TRANSLATION AND MOBILIZATION
4 - ADDRESSING SYSTEMIC OPPRESSION AND STRUCTURAL ISSUES OF POVERTY AND HOMELESSNESS
5 - INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORTS

Method

Attendees in the community consultation forums were asked to participate in structured feedback sessions, developed by STR8 UP, 10,000 Little Steps to Healing Inc.

The findings of the PGS Phase 1 Report were presented to each community consultation forum. Participants were then asked to answer the following questions:

1) **What level on the typology do you think individuals are primarily at in your community?**
2) **Which “Theme” should your community prioritize and why?**
3) **Is there a “Level” or “Theme” or anything else we might be missing?**

The community consultation forums were developed so as to obtain feedback and recommendations from communities in a broad range of geographic locations across Saskatchewan. Over 65 communities were represented at the 9 forums. Attendees came from urban and rural communities and included those from more remote areas of the province, reaching to the far north and the Alberta and Manitoba provincial borders with Saskatchewan.

Participants in the community consultation forums demonstrated a commitment to the development of local community based strategies that embed the typology and recommendations provided in the Phase 1 PGS Report. The degree of participation from communities across the province further demonstrates the urgent need for a provincial gang strategy.
Community-Specific Recommendations

ONION LAKE, SK

“\textit{I failed as a mother because I didn’t know how to deal with my kids. Now though, I support all the children in my community regardless, because we need to show them that they are loved. As a community member, I need to be involved, for my grandkids}”

\textit{— AUDIENCE PARTICIPANT}

Typology Indicators

The lack of an identifiable first level (Pro-social Group of Friends) was indicative of the overall health and well-being of youth in the Onion Lake community. There was a consistent lack of accessible activities, the necessary setting to build a pro-social group of friends. The community lacked the infrastructure for safe places in which youth could come together.

Of particular importance to the community was the need for increased cultural programming and initiatives that provide connections to traditional knowledge keepers, Elders, and other positive role models in the community.

Typology level 4 (Street Gangs and Hate Groups) was identified as the most prevalent activity levels in Onion Lake. Of particular concern was the recently adopted strategy of “banning” identified street gang members from the community. This “banishment” policy is telling of the desperate policies that the community is willing to do to address the issues of violence. Banishing gang members from communities was also explored as an option for communities at the Meadow Lake forum.

Thematic Solutions

Recommendations from theme 2 (addressing trauma, colonization and settler colonialism) resonated strongly with the participants. This was viewed as a key area to allocate time and resources, which would provide a backbone for local street gang strategies and develop reconciliation efforts with local police. Focusing on initiatives that target holistic family health, parenting programs and linking to the revitalization of cultural practices around family well-being are all seen as key components for a street gang strategy. This would also aid in the implementation of the Truth and Reconciliation Calls to Action Number 50, where an increased understanding of Indigenous laws and access to Aboriginal people’s unique culture is further respected in the judicial system.

Theme 4 (addressing systemic oppression and structural issues of poverty and homelessness) was also identified as a key component. Poverty, identified as a major systemic issue in the communities in the area, was seen as a contributing factor to participation in high risk lifestyles. The participants advised that families and in particular children, resort to illegal activities to survive.

By examining and implementing new ways that communities can provide spaces of belonging for children and youth, it is hoped that the communities that were present could provide healthier and more positive alternatives for youth and children. However, the focus cannot just be on children and youth. Programming must be intergenerational so as to best address issues in the family and provide for reintegration of cultural perspectives in the home and community.
Typology Indicators

Participants felt that resource allocation should focus on individuals at Level 1 (Pro-Social Group of Friends), as the majority of youth are in this phase. Level 2 (Bully Groups and Tagging Crews) groups in the typology were also identified as requiring additional resources in order to continue prevention of increased gang activity. Breakdowns in both family homes and foster homes were listed as reasons in Meadow Lake for level 2 involvement. The lack of supports for youth involved in the foster care system is seen as a major contributing factor towards further movement along the typology scale for youth in Meadow Lake.

An overall consensus from audience participants indicated that the lack of trauma informed practices in dealing with family unit issues has led to increasing levels of typology movement, especially among youth in the community.

Thematic Solutions

A solution discovered at these consultations focused on Theme 2 (Addressing Trauma, Colonization and Settler Colonialism) recommendations, where increased efforts to promote clan structures and systems within Indigenous communities were necessary. Clan systems were viewed as positive alternatives to street gangs as they can replace many of the negative behaviours associated to street gang involvement with more positive and community focused efforts through a clan's specific role in a community. Information on local clan systems continues to be carried in traditional knowledge modes, and as such, remains firmly in the control of the indigenous community. Encouraging knowledge translation among indigenous communities in order to strengthen the clan system is seen as a solution that can be owned and carried out by the indigenous community and therefore further empower these communities in implementing this as a solution.

Audience participants raised concerns about recent policies banning street gang members from their home communities. There were mixed opinions as to the effectiveness of such practices as a deterrent to continued street gang activity. On one side was the opinion that it was helping in regards to community safety and demonstrating that community leaders are taking the issues of street gang activity in their communities seriously. Opposition opinions stated that banishing street gang members would lead to further alienation from their respective communities. It was also pointed out that when street gang members are banished from their home communities, they are forced to migrate to other communities, typically where street gang and criminal activity continues to be there only source of survival. This places an increased burden on outside communities who then become responsible for those facing banishment.

“The stereotypes that our indigenous community members face on a daily basis, makes them think they aren’t worth more than being a drunk or gang member”

- AUDIENCE PARTICIPANT

“When you have strong clans, you don’t need any negative groups because everyone is there to support each other”

- AUDIENCE PARTICIPANT
PRINCE ALBERT, SK

“How do you move forward without something, like the most basic having a place to stay. We need places to live, safe affordable housing. Crime free housing for individuals who are trying to turn their lives around. How can you turn your life around without stability?”

- AUDIENCE PARTICIPANT

Typology Indicators

Participants identified all levels of the typology as being present in the city and surrounding communities. There was an emphasis placed on Level 4 (Street Gangs and Hate Groups) activity within Prince Albert specifically. This was attributed to the observed correlation to the number of federal and provincial correctional institutions located in and around Prince Albert.

Thematic Solutions

Theme 4 (addressing oppression and structural issues of poverty and homelessness) was seen as a priority. Participants felt that engaging the business community was important to increasing opportunities for meaningful employment, a strong preventative measure. Without a viable source of income, individuals, especially after release form a correctional facility, can be pulled back to legal economies and thus the street gang lifestyle.

Mentorship opportunities and increased efforts on prevention strategies that focus on children and families were identified as requiring core funding and resources. Participants explained that a healthy community requires a deliberate focus on youth programming and youth engagement. Participants highlighted the need for increased education and training on best practice approaches that are specific towards local issues. Assistance in the evaluation of these programs in order to support ongoing funding was also listed as a priority for this solution.

An area of immediate concern was linked to providing more programs that serve individuals aged 15-24. It is understood that in Prince Albert, these individuals are the most at-risk to becoming fully engaged in level 4. This demographic requires additional support systems, such as the program model offered at STR8 UP, as a necessary development for a local Prince Albert street gang strategy. The need for a youth drop-in center and extending the hours of services for existing youth programs were considered primary concerns for improving prevention strategies in Prince Albert.

Finally, participants noted that there is a rising sense of the “not in my backyard” mentality, where the community wants to support initiatives but that they cannot be in their specific neighbourhood. It was explained that some in the community have expressed concern when new youth drop-in centers have been proposed in certain neighbourhoods in Prince Albert. This points to a deep division across Prince Albert, which are rooted in racism, classism, and lack of community cohesion on social issues. To address these issues, it was stated that directive efforts and support are needed to build community cohesion. Having opportunities for continued community education and information based on evidence and research could catalyze local efforts in order to achieve more efficient leveraging of resources to address the myriad of concerns discussed at the consultation.
“Gang issues have been around for a long time, just wasn’t always native gangs, and so may have not received the same negative attention. Was often just looked at as boys being boys, or racism definitely plays a part in the targeting of “gang” activity. But while this is true for some, it is still important not to down-play the seriousness and degree of how gang violence effects the community.”

- AUDIENCE PARTICIPANT

**Typology Indicators**

The forum in North Battleford listed Level 1 (Pro-Social Group of Friends), Level 2 (Bully Groups and Tagging Crews), Level 3 (Cliques and Wannabes) and Level 4 (Street Gangs and Hate Groups) as being the most prevalent levels in their community. A major concern was raised around recent incidences of youth involved in bullying and fighting. This is seen as a means for some youth in the community to increase their power over other youth outside of their peer group.

Level 4 was identified as being a major cause for concern and requiring deliberate action as part of a North Battleford specific gang strategy. This was viewed as the culmination of the community’s inability or lack of attention to creating opportunities for youth in the community. This includes economic and job creation opportunities for young people as well as spaces and programs allocated for young people’s recreation in the community. It was mentioned that young people in the Battleford’s region who do not play hockey or other organized sports, essentially have no other opportunities to be involved in organized activities among groups of peers.

**Thematic Solutions**

Themes 2 and 4 (addressing trauma, colonization and settler colonialism and addressing systemic oppression and structural issues of poverty and homelessness respectively) were noted as key priority areas to help guide the local street gang strategy.

Gender specific programming resonated strongly with communities. Recommendations were put forth to develop education programs that address issues related to hyper and toxic masculinity. One way to support this is the development and support of healthy masculinity programs in an effort to decrease violence that leads to an individual’s ascent to level 4.

Due to social media’s impact and influence on children and youth, it was identified that a social media strategy would be an important activity for the strategy to effectively engage children and youth. This includes recommendations for training and information sessions on the impact of social media on mental health for parents and children in the community.

Participants also addressed the need for more tangible and recognizable ways in which a strategy could actually be realized. The need for guidance on the implementation of the recommendations was linked to the desire to have organizations such as STR8 UP and other non-profits, who currently work on gang exit strategies to guide and consult on implementation of a local gang strategy. The importance the community-based organizations play in local implementation of recommendations was a view strongly shared across the consultation process.

“Utilizing the resource of having strong people who are knowledgeable about and come from gang life already... similar to the STR8UP model of having ex-gang members share what the life is really like and taking some of the shine off.”

- AUDIENCE PARTICIPANT
LA RONGE, SK

“I just think it all starts from home. We should give love instead of making our kids feel like they are a burden.”

- AUDIENCE PARTICIPANT

Typology Indicators

Level 3 (Cliques and Wannabes) and Level 4 (Street Gangs and Hate Groups) were identified as having the most significant impact on issues of community safety and gang activity for the communities who attended this forum. Residents and professionals in attendance expressed a major concern with increased violence associated with street gang activities.

Thematic Solutions

Development of a La Ronge and area street gang strategy that addresses healthy family development and increase positive contact points for youth who are furthest from opportunity in the communities was of primary concern. Focusing efforts on increasing opportunities for positive mentorship is seen as a key strategy that could have significant positive impacts relative to street gang related activity.

MOOSE JAW, SK

Typology Indicators

Moose Jaw and surrounding communities could not immediately identify a level of activity according to the typology. Anecdotally it is assumed that a level 2 or 3 is most prevalent in Moose Jaw, as there is a high degree of concern surrounding issues of drug and alcohol misuse.

Thematic Solutions

Theme 3 (knowledge translation and mobilization) was linked a priority for the development of a gang strategy here. Participants identified the primary need to increase accessibility to information and services in Moose Jaw and the surrounding rural communities.

Theme 2 (Addressing Trauma, Colonization, and Settler Colonialism) resonated strongly among participants as trauma and intergenerational trauma stemming from the legacies of Indian Residential Schools were associated to the usage of violence as a means of problem solving. Addictions was also linked to trauma and therefore effective addictions and mental health strategies were viewed as necessary components to any street gang strategy design.

The need for more training opportunities for professionals was recommended. Embracing traditional knowledge and traditional cultural practices of healing would lead to increased success for re-integration in the community, and could help repair past trauma to restore balance in their community.

“Need more people from the north working intensely with individuals who are released from custody to improve reintegration in the community. Provide spaces and places for people to give back to the community, restorative justice approaches.”

- AUDIENCE PARTICIPANT

“We need to address mental health and addictions if we are serious about reducing the amount of young people joining gangs.”

- AUDIENCE PARTICIPANT
**SASKATOON, SK**  
**Feb 14, 2019**

**Typology Indicators**

All levels of activity within the typology were identified as being common in Saskatoon. Feedback from the #YXEYOUthSpeaks committee was that resources should target Level 2 (Bully Groups and Tagging Crews) and Level 3 (Cliques and Wannabes) which are currently under resourced in Saskatoon. This typically includes youth who are not engaged in school, or who are at-risk of dropping out of school. Children and youth involved in these levels of the typology require additional opportunities in civic and community engagement in order to prevent escalation in the street gang typology. These opportunities include initiatives such as skills building programs linked to employment training, and increasing exposure to a greater variety of volunteer opportunities in order to create a greater sense of belonging in the community, and increasing youth participation in anti-racism initiatives within the city.

**Thematic Solutions**

Saskatoon forum participants identified safe and accessible housing as a key priority area due to the high number of youth individuals who report a lack of consistent housing options in the city. It was identified that there is a severe lack of options for emergency housing for young people in Saskatoon, and a youth focused emergency housing program, such as a youth shelter, is seen as an immediate solution which addresses this issue.

Emphasis on prevention by increasing opportunities for ex-gang members to mentor and be involved with case-management of youth identified as at-risk for joining gangs was mentioned as a unique opportunity to address prevention and intervention.

“Extending the hours of youth directed services and increasing opportunities for young people to access these services would have direct and immediate benefits to a Saskatoon specific gang strategy.”

- **AUDIENCE PARTICIPANT**

---

**YORKTON, SK**  
**Mar 13, 2019**

**Typology Indicators**

Most participants identified low levels of activity across all levels of the typology. They did however, state that many gang members from their communities migrate to larger urban centres and there is concern that they “bring-back” learned gang activity. Most identified Level 2 (Bully Groups and Tagging Crews) and Level 3 (Cliques and Wannabes) for their home communities and that resources should focus on these levels.

“We need more ways to share information on colonization and the impact of residential schools. More understanding on these topics will lead to more understanding of the underlying issues.”

- **AUDIENCE PARTICIPANT**

**Thematic Solutions**

Theme 3 (Knowledge Translation and Mobilization) was consistently seen as an important piece of a strategy. It was suggested that emphasis be placed upon the different levels in the typology and what that entails. Participants felt strongly about educating on the realities of the gang lifestyle and suggested increasing the visibility of ex-gang members in this educational process.

The participants felt strongly that there is need to increase traditional cultural programming, the underly- ing strongly held belief being that traditional cultural values promote positive world views.
Summary of Recommendations

The following summarizes the recommendations gathered from the community forum consultations:

1. Community specific approaches should be developed which focus on intergenerational education and training for community members. These training efforts should be focused on education about street gangs as per the typology developed. These trainings should be grounded in anti-racist theory, and lead to increased education on the effects of settler colonialism in an effort to build on truth leading to reconciliation. An example of existing programs that address this issue is the KAIROS blanket exercise which has a demonstrated impact on educating participants as to the relevance of this issue in modern Canadian society.

2. Prevention efforts for local gang strategy implementation must begin as early as possible. These prevention efforts must start pre-conception and continue to focus on early childhood health with special attention and focus given to family stability. Healthy and supportive families are seen as a key indicator for overall community health. Indigenous participants expressed the need to increase cultural integration of traditional family values, as this helps frame what a healthy family is and leads to healthier communities. The need for increased programming and education around healthy family dynamics was resounding among the community forums, and particular emphasis on programs which address improving parenting skills for all parents is seen as an important prevention effort within this theme.

3. The social determinants of health are a widely accepted theory that addresses systemic issues of poverty, homelessness, and adequate housing and how they relate to personal and societal health. These issues must be addressed across local strategies to ensure successful implementation of any gang strategy. A focus on funding mental health, addictions and housing services should be streamlined in order to ensure the most vulnerable populations are being cared for first.

4. The need for sustained funding for the development and implementation of local street gang strategies is consistently identified across community consultations as a primary concern when developing a localized strategy. Community forum participants are hesitant to begin new initiatives as they often feel that as successful as a program may be, securing long-term funding is not seen as priority for funders.

5. Communities identified the importance of incorporating lived experience and the lived-voices of those who are or who have been involved in street gangs, when forming and implementing a gang strategy. Participants clearly identified a need for a “provincial champion” which can support the development of individual community based gang strategies. This champion agency would continue to support the development of the community specific strategies by housing information, providing networking opportunities and monitoring changing trends throughout the province. Based on the collective impact theory of social change model, this “backbone” agency or organization such as STR8 UP, would be well situated to act as a hub for a network of gang strategies across the province.
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